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The history of American firearms would not be complete without Gilbert H. Harrington 

and William A. Richardson.

In 1871, Harrington & Richardson introduced a top-breaking, shell-ejecting revolver, 

instantly establishing a reputation for excellence.

From this foundation, H&R designed, developed and built a broad line of firearms, 

including its innovative, hugely popular single-barrel shotgun, with automatic shell 

ejection.  H&R has been cementing its place in the American sporting tradition ever 

since. 

Proudly, we’ve also served America’s soldiers:  In World War I, we produced 

shoulder-type flare guns; in World War II, our firearms earned numerous military 

commendations; and in Vietnam, we produced significant numbers of M-16s for our 

warriors.   

Today, our legacy lives on in our Buffalo Classic Handi-Rifle™ and Ultra Hunter rifles, 

as well as our Pardner® and Topper® shotguns. 

Every firearm we make is forged from a proud history to serve you well into the future. 

Discover them today.

Let us know what you think. Please visit us at www.hr1871.com. 

George Kollitides 

Chief Executive Officer
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AS SOLID AS THE GREAT 
SPORTING TRADITION, SINCE 1871.
Through innovative thinking and unwavering commitment to 

quality and reliability, the Harrington & Richardson name has 

become a cornerstone of our country’s great hunting and 

shooting traditions. Today, we’re proud to carry the torch of the 

work our founders started, and even prouder of the fact more 

Americans trust Harrington & Richardson firearms than ever 

before. We thank you for 143 years of support, and many more.
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Model Pardner® Pardner® Pardner® Pardner® Compact Pardner® Turkey - Camo Finish Pardner® Compact Turkey

Gauge 12 Gauge (72092) 12 Gauge (72096 and 72094) 20 Gauge (72100 and 72098) 
28 Gauge (72102) 
410 Bore (72104)

20 Gauge (72112) 
410 Bore (72116)

10 Gauge (72140) 
12 Gauge (72142)

20 Gauge (72144) 

Stock American hardwood, 
walnut finish

American hardwood, 
walnut finish

American hardwood,
 walnut finish

American hardwood, 
walnut finish.   
20 Gauge has recoil pad

American hardwood with Realtree® 
Hardwoods™ camo-finish, recoil pad, 
sling swivel studs and sling

American hardwood with Realtree® 
Hardwood™ camo-finish, recoil pad, 
sling swivel studs and sling

Barrel 32" 28" 26” 22" 24" 22"

Sights Bead front Bead front Bead front Bead front Bead front; barrel drilled and tapped  
for scope mount (10 Ga.) 
Bead front (12 Ga.)

Bead front

Choke Fixed Full Fixed Modified (72096)
Fixed Full (72094)

Fixed Modified (72100 & 72102)
Fixed Full (72098 & 72104)

Fixed Modified (20 Ga.)
Fixed Full (410 Bore)

Extra-Full Screw-In (10 Ga.)
Fixed Full (12 Ga.)

Fixed Full

Length 47" 43" 41" 36" 40" 36"

Length of Pull 14" 14" 14” 12 ½" 14 ¼" 12 ½"

Approx. Weight 5½ lbs. 5½ lbs. 5½ lbs. (72100 & 72098)
5¼ lbs. (72102 & 72104)

5-5½ lbs. 9 lbs.
6 lbs.

5½ lbs.

MSRP $225 $206 $206 $225 $321 (72140)
$276 (72142)

$276

PARDNER® SHOTGUNS

PARDNER®

12 Gauge, 20 Gauge, 28 Gauge or 410 Bore
Our classic Pardner® has a walnut-finished, pistol grip 

hardwood stock, blued metalwork and fixed choke.

PARDNER® COMPACT
20 Gauge or 410 Bore

Perfect for youth and small-statured adults, this downsized 
Pardner® is equipped to be identical to the original.

PARDNER® TURKEY
10 Gauge, 12 Gauge or 20 Gauge Compact

Famous for their handiness in the woods 
and extended-range patterning ability, our 

Pardner® Turkey Gun lineup includes a wide 
range of options from which to choose.

All models are single-shot, break-open action with side lever release, extraction and Transfer Bar System. Specifications subject to change without notice.

A COMPANION FOR EVERY  
DAY IN THE FIELD.
This versatile and economical shotgun design has changed very 

little since we started building them back in 1893, because it 

works. Our break actions have long been the choice of straight-

shooters who want the most out of their single shot at game or 

a clay target. They’re lightweight, quick-pointing and have very 

few moving parts to maintain. These guns open smoothly when 

you press the lever, lock up tight as a bank vault door, and our 

Transfer Bar System acts as a safety to prevent unintended 

firing. All shotgun models are single-shot, break-open action with 

side lever release and automatic ejection.

REALTREE®

Realtree Xtra® Grey™Realtree Xtra® Brown™

Realtree Hardwoods Green HD®

Realtree Hardwoods®

Realtree Hardwoods® Blaze™Realtree Hardwoods® Snow™

Realtree Hardwoods Green™

Realtree Hardwoods HD®

page 5

Logos Approved for Approved 
Collateral, Promotional, and 
Royalty-Based Packaging Use Only
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Model Pardner Pump®  Pardner Pump® Synthetic Pardner Pump  Protector Pardner Pump  Compact Synthetic

Gauge 12 Gauge (72250) 
20 Gauge (72252)

12 Gauge (72260) 
20 Gauge (72262)

12 Gauge Black Synthetic (72312) 20 Gauge (72282)

Stock American walnut with grooved fore-end and 
ventilated recoil pad

Black synthetic with grooved fore-end and 
ventilated recoil pad, molded checkering

Black synthetic with grooved fore-end and 
ventilated recoil pad, molded checking with 
swivel studs

Black synthetic with checkered fore-end and 
ventilated recoil pad, molded checkering

Barrel 28" with vent rib (12 Ga.) 
26" with vent rib (20 Ga.)

28" with vent rib (12 Ga.) 
26" with vent rib (20 Ga.)

18 ½" cylinder bore 21" with vent rib

Sights Bead front; drilled and tapped  
for scope base

Bead front; drilled and tapped  
for scope base

Bead front, drilled and tapped  
for scope base

Bead front, drilled and tapped for scope base

Length 48 1/ 8" (12 Ga.) 
46 1/ 8" (20 Ga.)

48 1/ 8” (12 Ga.) 
46 1/ 8” (20 Ga.)

37 5/ 8" 40" 

Length of Pull 14 ¼" 14 ¼" 14 ¼" 13"

Approx. Weight 7 ½ lbs. 7 ½ lbs. 7 ½ lbs. 6 ½ lbs.

MSRP $258 $231 $231 $231

PARDNER PUMP®

PARDNER PUMP® 

12 Gauge or 20 Gauge
Our standard model that started it all. This extremely versatile shotgun has 

an American walnut stock, ventilated recoil pad, chrome-plated bolt and 
classic grooved fore-end. The vent-rib barrel has a brass bead front sight. 
Choose 12- or 20-gauge versions. Both accept 2 ¾” or 3” loads, are drilled 

and tapped for scope mounts and include a modified screw-in choke.

PARDNER PUMP® PROTECTOR

12 Gauge 
Our home-defense model rigged with an 18½” cylinder bore barrel for quick 

maneuvering and ideal patterning in tight quarters. It’s equipped with a rugged 
black synthetic stock with a grooved fore-end and preinstalled sling swivel studs. 

Comes in 12 gauge with a 3” chamber capable of handling 2 ¾” and 3” shells.  

PARDNER PUMP® SYNTHETIC & SYNTHETIC COMPACT

12 Gauge or 20 Gauge 
Has all the basic features of our original Pardner Pump® with a super-tough black synthetic stock ideal for rough conditions. It has molded-in 

checkering and a ventilated recoil pad. Available in 12 and 20 gauge with modified screw-in choke tube. The Pardner Pump® Compact Synthetic 
is built specifically for youth and small-statured shooters. This 20-gauge pump has a 21” barrel, a rugged black synthetic stock reduced length of 

pull and weighs slightly less than its full-sized counterparts. The barrel is threaded for chokes and includes a modified screw-in choke.

Pardner Pump® shotguns supplied with invector choke tube systems. Specifications subject to change without notice.

A PARDNER® FOR EVERY HUNTING 
AND SHOOTING OCCASION.
We’re proud to offer one of the finest values in 

repeating shotguns. And even prouder of the fact 

that generations of hunters and shooters are putting 

our Pardner Pump® shotgun to the test every day 

with drop-dead results. We set the standard with 

our 12-gauge lineup and incorporated all our superior 

quality and diverse offerings into completely 

scaled-down 20-gauge models built on our smooth, 

dependable action.

AFTERMARKET 

CHOKE 
TUBES
AVAILABLE.
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Model Excell Auto™ Synthetic Excell Auto™  Waterfowl Excell Auto™ Turkey Excell Auto™ Tactical

Gauge 12 Gauge (72350) 12 Gauge (78354) 12 Gauge (72356) 12 Gauge (72357)

Stock Black Synthetic Fully Camo-Finish 
Realtree Advantage Wetlands®

Fully Camo-Finish  
Realtree Hardwoods®

Black Oxide Finish

Barrel 28” with ventilated rib 28” with ventilated rib 22” with ventilated rib 18 ½” with ventilated rib

Sights Bead front Bead front Fiber optic front and rear Bead front

Length 48 ½" 48 ½" 42 ½” 38 ½”

Length of Pull 14 ¼" 14 ¼” 14 ¼” 14 ¼”

Approx. Weight 7 lbs. 7 lbs. 6 ¼ lbs. 6 lbs.

MSRP $499 $579 $579 $499

*Rem® Choke tube abbreviations: IC = Improved Cylinder, M = Modified, IM = Improved Modified, F = Full

EXCELL AUTO™ SHOTGUNS

SUPERIOR CRAFTSMANSHIP MAKES AN AUTOMATIC VALUE. 
Swift-pointing, fast shooting, light-recoiling, outstanding fit and finish – all the attributes that usually put a dent in your hunting budget 

are offered in our smooth-operating, reasonably priced Excell Auto™ lineup.  The key is a state-of-the-art machining process that creates 

our components with extreme precision, yet does it efficiently to keep costs down. Excell Autoloading shotguns are built to the strict 

specifications and quality control standards of H&R 1871, and are offered in a broad range of configurations to equip you for any day in  

the field.  All are fully backed by the H&R warranty.

EXCELL AUTO™ SYNTHETIC

12 Gauge
A great all-around shotgun, it features a rugged black synthetic stock with molded-in checkering and a rubber recoil pad. 

It’s 28” vent-rib barrel has four screw-in Rem® choke tubes, all compatible with steel shot. (IC, M, IM, F)*

EXCELL AUTO™ TURKEY

12 Gauge
With its full camo finish and handy 22” vent-rib barrel equipped with fiber-optic 

front and rear sights, it’s the ultimate companion in the turkey woods. Includes four 
screw-in Rem® choke tubes (IC, M, IM, Extra Full Turkey)*.

66

EXCELL AUTO™ WATERFOWL

12 Gauge
A complete camo-dip finish makes this a stealthy addition to your duck  

and goose arsenal. It features a 28” barrel with four steel-shot- 
compatible screw-in Rem® choke tubes (IC, M, IM, F)*.

EXCELL AUTO™ TACTICAL

12 Gauge
The all-new Excell Auto™ Tactical shotgun is made to master the most demanding 

tactical environments. Built with a heavy-duty, durable black oxide finish, it is 
chambered for 2 ¾” and 3” loads, with a 5+1 capacity and highly mobile 18” barrel.

The gas piston is user adjustable to accommodate lighter 2 ¾ 
loads up to magnum 3 inch loads. It is easy to configure easy to 
clean and highly dependable. Simply align the arrows on the 
piston with the intended load and your done.



Model Survivor®  Shotgun Survivor Rif le® Tamer® Buffalo Classic Rif le™

Gauge 410 Bore/45 Colt Blued (72230) 
410 Bore/45 Colt Nickel (72232)

223 Remington (72500) 
308 Win. (72502)

20 Gauge Nickel (72220) 
410 Bore (72222)

45-70 Gov’t. (72770)

Stock High-density polymer, black matte finish, 
thumbhole design, buttstock storage 
compartment, swivel studs and sling

High-density polymer, black matte finish, 
thumbhole design, buttstock storage 
compartment, swivel studs and sling

High-density polymer, black matte 
finish, thumbhole design with shell 
storage compartment

Cut-checkered American black walnut with 
case colored crescent steel butt plate

Barrel 20" with screw-in choke for shotgun use 24” Bull Barrel (72500)  
22” Bull Barrel (72502)

20" (20 Gauge)  
19” (410 Bore)

32"

Sights Bead front No sights, Scope mount included Bead front Williams receiver sight; traditional globe-style 
target front sight with eight aperture inserts

Choke Screw-in Modified – Fixed Full –

Length 34 ½" 36 ½” 34 ¼" 46"

Length of Pull 13 ¼"
13 ¼ (72500) 
13 3/ 8 (72502)

13 ½" 14" 

Approx. Weight 6 lbs. 8 ½ lbs. 5 lbs. 8 lbs.

MSRP $326 (72230)

$346 (72232) 
$326 $223 $479

All models are single-shot, break-open action with side lever release, extraction and Transfer Bar System. Specifications subject to change without notice.

SPECIALTY SHOTGUNS AND RIFLES

TAMER®

20 Gauge or 410 Bore
Ready for service wherever your adventures take you, these survival shotguns perform reliably in all 

weather conditions thanks to a simple, break-open design, a matte nickel-finish receiver and barrel, and 
super-tough composite stock. Tamer® Shotguns stow virtually anywhere and have a unique thumbhole/

pistol grip stock that offers a firm hold and secures additional rounds. Offered with a fixed full choke.

BUFFALO CLASSIC™ RIFLE

45-70 Gov’t
Big medicine for those born 100 years too late. The sporting tradition, American history and good ol’ fashioned quality 

craftsmanship come together in this big-bore rifle built to celebrate a legacy that began in 1871. Modeled after the Frank Wesson 
tip-up rifles that were first made in Worcester, Massachusetts in the 1850s. Chambered for the 45-70 Gov’t. cartridge, this rifle 

reflects true 19th century styling with antique color case hardening on the frame and a crescent butt plate. Its handsome American 
walnut stock and fore-end is accentuated by cut checkering. It also provides the necessary sighting radius for long-range matches. 

The Williams receiver sight is complemented by a traditional globe-style target front sight with eight aperture inserts.

SURVIVOR®  RIFLE

223 Remington or 308 Win.
When the going gets rough, rely on these rock-solid, go-anywhere, do-everything designs. The Survivor shotgun shoots both 410 Bore shotshells 

and 45 Colt ammunition to meet any challenge. The high-density polymer stock has a thumbhole/pistol grip design and a convenient storage 
compartment. A fully rifled barrel and a screw-in modified choke for shotgun use.  Choose from either a 24” or 22” bull barrel for the rifle option.  

The 24” is chambered in 223 Remington while the 22” is chambered in 308 Win.  Both rifle models feature a black synthetic stock and scope mount. 

Hidden compartment 
in high-density polymer 
stock holds survival 
necessities. 
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HANDI-RIFLE®

Fear no harsh environments or extreme weather conditions – their 

super-tough, high-density polymer stocks and fore-ends will 

persevere and help you make a deadly accurate shot through it all. 

YOU CAN DEPEND ON THESE RUGGED  
EVOLUTIONS OF OUR ORIGINAL HANDI-RIFLE

®

.

HANDI-RIFLE® WITH SCOPE BASE

44 Mag., 357 Mag., 444 Marlin, 223 Remington, 243 Win., 
270 Win., 30-06 Sprg. or 35 Whelen

SYNTHETIC HANDI-RIFLE® WITH SIGHTS 

22 Hornet or 45-70 Gov’t.

HANDI-GRIP®  HANDI-RIFLE  

204 Ruger, 223 Remington, 22-250 Remington,  
 25-06 Remington or 45-70 Gov’t.

SUPERLIGHT HANDI-RIFLE® COMPACT 

223 Remington or 243 Win.
(Scope not included)

TRANSFER BAR SYSTEM. All H&R single shots incorporate a special safety feature that 
prevents the gun from being fired unless the hammer is fully cocked, and the trigger is 
pulled and held completely to the rear. With this system, the hammer never strikes the firing 
pin directly. Instead, cocking the hammer raises the transfer bar, which is held in the “up” 
position only if the trigger is pulled and held fully to the rear. Only then can the energy of the 
hammer be transferred to the firing pin. Safety is our top priority, and we urge all shooters to 
follow standard firearm safety practices and to participate in safety training.  

8
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Note: The 44 Mag. and 357 Mag. cannot be fit to any additional centerfire rifle barrels. They are capable of being fit with accessory shotgun barrels, but they are only operational with the 44 Mag. or 357 
Mag. rifle barrel that is shipped with the gun. All models are single-shot, break-open action with side lever release, extraction and Transfer Bar System. Specifications subject to change without notice.

Model Handi-Rif le® w/Sights Handi-Rif le® w/Scope Base Superlight Handi-Rif le® Compact Handi-Grip® Handi-Rif le

Caliber 22 Hornet (72580)
45-70 Gov’t. (72582)

44 Mag.* (72600), 357 Mag.* (72598), 444 Marlin (72602), 
223 Remington (72590), 243 Win. (72592), 270 Win.(72594), 
30-06 Sprg. (72596), 35 Whelen (72612)

223 Remington (72652), 243 Win. (72654), 204 Ruger (72692), 223 Remington (72690), 
22-250 Remington (72686),  45-70 Gov’t (72698),
25-06 Remington (72688) 

Stock High-density polymer, black 
matte finish, swivel studs, 
recoil pad

High-density polymer, black matte finish, swivel studs, 
recoil pad, Monte Carlo stock with molded checkering 
on grip and fore-end

High-density polymer, black matte finish, 
swivel studs, recoil pad

High-density black polymer thumbhole, matte 
finish with molded checkering on grip and fore-end, 
swivel studs

Barrel 22" 22" 20" 22” (45-70 Gov’t),
24”  (Heavy Varmint, 204 Ruger), 
223 Remington or 22-250 Remington),
26” (25-06 Remington)

Sights Ramp front sight, fully adjustable 
rear, tapped for scope mount

Scope mount rail and hammer extension; no iron sights Ramp front sight, fully adjustable rear, 
tapped for scope mount

Scope mount rail and hammer extension; 
no iron sights

Length 38" 38" 33" 38", 42" (25-06 Remington)

Length of Pull 14¼" 14¼" 11¾" 14¼"

Approx. Weight 6¾ lbs. 7 lbs. 51/3 lbs. 7 lbs.

MSRP $322 $322 $322 $341
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ULTRA SLUG HUNTER™ & TRACKER II
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Model Ultra Slug Hunter™ Ultra Slug 
Hunter™ Compact Ultra Slug Hunter™ Deluxe Ultra Slug Hunter™ 

Thumbhole Stock Ultra-Light Slug Hunter™ Tracker II 
Slug Gun

Gauge 12 Gauge (72180) 
12 Gauge with Scope (72181)  
20 Gauge (72182)

20 Gauge (72184) 12 Gauge (72190) 
20 Gauge (72192)

12 Gauge (72210) 
20 Gauge (72212)

12 Gauge (72200) 
20 Gauge (72202)

12 Gauge (72160) 
20 Gauge (72162)

Stock Walnut-stained American hardwood 
Monte Carlo stock, sling swivels, 
nylon sling, recoil pad

Walnut-stained hardwood 
Monte Carlo stock, sling 
swivels, nylon sling, ventilated 
recoil pad

Laminated American hardwood 
Monte Carlo pistol grip stock, 
sling swivels, nylon sling, recoil 
pad 

Laminated American hardwood 
pistol grip thumbhole stock with 
recoil pad, swivel studs

Walnut-stained American 
hardwood Monte Carlo pistol 
grip stock, sling swivels, nylon 
sling, recoil pad

Walnut-stained 
hardwood pistol grip, 
recoil pad, sling 
swivel studs

Barrel 24" heavy rifled barrel with  
Ultragon Rifling

22" heavy rifled barrel 
with Ultragon Rifling

24" heavy rifled barrel 
with Ultragon Rifling

24” heavy rifled barrel 
with Ultragon Rifling

24” rifled barrel 
with Ultragon Rifling

24” rifled barrel 
with Ultragon Rifling

Sights No sights included, but scope mount 
is provided; 72181 comes with 3-9x32 
scope mounted and bore-sighted 

No sights included,  
but scope mount  
is provided

No sights included,  
but scope mount  
is provided

No sights included,  
but scope mount  
is provided

No sights included,  
but scope mount  
is provided

Adjustable rifle sights

Length 40" 36 7/8" 40" 40" 40" 40"

Length of Pull 14 ¼" 13 1/8" 14 ¼" 14 3/8" 14 ¼" 14 ¼"

Approx. Weight 8-9 lbs. 7 lbs. 8-9 lbs. 8 ½ lbs. 5 ¼ lbs. 5 ¼ lbs.

MSRP $290 (72180)

$336 (72181)

$293 (72182)

$293 $358 (72190)

$362 (72192)

$400 $290 (72200)

$293 (72202)

$290 (72160)

$293 (72162)

ULTRAGON™ RIFLING. Ultragon rifling features six oval lands and grooves without sharp corners 
like traditional rifling. This imparts bullet spin without leaving sharp impressions on the sabot, 
providing a perfect gas seal, with virtually no loss of pressure for improved consistency and 
velocity, longer barrel life and easier cleaning.

Grooves

Oval  
Landing

Ultragon

Grooves

Landing
Traditional

ULTRA SLUG HUNTER™

12 Gauge or 20 Gauge
The 12-gauge model is available with a factory-

mounted and bore-sighted 3-9x32 scope. Our 
Deluxe version comes with a laminated stock.

ULTRA SLUG HUNTER™

WITH THUMBHOLE STOCK

12 Gauge or 20 Gauge
The ultimate in long-range accuracy and aiming stability. Featuring 

the added comfort and steadiness of a thumbhole stock design. 

ULTRA-LIGHT SLUG HUNTER

12 Gauge or 20 Gauge (Scope not included)
Our Ultra-Light Slug Hunter with a portable 5½ lb. 

frame delivers outstanding, long-range accuracy.  

Rate of twist: 12 Gauge - 1:35, 20 Gauge - 1:28. All models are single-shot, break-open action with side lever release, extraction and Transfer Bar System. Specifications subject to change without notice.

ULTRA SLUG 
HUNTER™ DELUXE

12 Gauge or 20 Gauge 
(Scope not included)

All the great features of our Ultra Slug Hunter with a laminated, hardwood stock.

TRACKER II SLUG GUN

12 Gauge or 20 Gauge
A lightweight fully rifled slug gun featuring adjustable rifle sights.



ACCESSORIES

12 GAUGE CHOKE TUBES

Order #    Description       Type MSRP

72941 Modified Flush $18.00

72942 Improved Cylinder Flush $18.00

72943 Skeet Flush $18.00

72940 Full Flush $18.00

72944 Extra Full Flush $18.00

72945 Turkey Extra Full Extended $30.00

                                    20 GAUGE CHOKE TUBES

Order #    Description       Type MSRP

72951 Modified Flush $18.00

72952 Improved Cylinder Flush $18.00

72953 Skeet Flush $18.00

72950 Full Flush $18.00

72954 Extra Full Flush $18.00

72955 Turkey Extra Full Extended $30.00

72918
MSRP - $8.00

72930
MSRP - $16.00

72920
MSRP - $18.00

INVECTOR CHOKE SYSTEM 
•  Fits most H&R shotguns with screw-in chokes. The exception is the Excell™ and Pardner Pump® shotguns. 
•  Available in 12 and 20 gauge. – Modified, Improved Cylinder, Skeet, Full, Extra Full and Turkey.
•  Can be used for Browning, Winchester and Mossberg firearms with Invector Choke System

72900
MSRP - $74.00

HANDI-GRIP® STOCK  
& FORE-END SET 
• Ambidextrous black synthetic stock.

• Molded checkering at grip and fore-end.

• Ergonomic grip for solid shot placement.

• Fits most H&R rifles and single shot shotguns.

72924
MSRP - $36.00

INTEGRAL SCOPE MOUNT
•  Medium/Black one-piece base and rings.

•  Fits models: Handi-Rifle®, Ultra Hunter™, 
Sportster, Buffalo Classic®, Survivor®, and Ultra 
Slug Hunters™ that are drilled and tapped.

SCOPE BASE WITH HAMMER SPUR
For break-action single shot rifles and 
only shotguns that are drilled and tapped 
for scope mounts.

OFFSET HAMMER SPUR
For use with all hammer firearms −  
scoped or non-scoped.

PRIMER CARRIERS
 For Pardner® and Sidekick 
muzzle loaders, 10 per pack.

20 Gauge12 Gauge

1 1
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H&R 1871  P.O. Box 1871 

Madison, NC  27025 

866-776-9292  •  www.hr1871.com

H&R is a registered trademark of RA Brands, L.L.C., Buffalo Classic, Excell 
Auto, Harrington and Richardson, H&R 1871, Handi-Rifle, Handi-Grip, Pardner, 

Pardner Pump, Survivor, Ultragon, Ultra Hunter, Ultra Slug Hunter are trademarks 
of RA Brands, L.L.C.. Realtree, Hardwoods HD, and Advantage Wetlands are 

trademarks of Jordan Outdoor Enterprises, Inc..  

© 2014 H&R 1871, Madison, NC  27025

HR102007

ULTRA SLUG HUNTER™

SUPERLIGHT  
HANDI-RIFLE® COMPACT 

Specifications subject to change without notice.  
Visit hr1871.com for listing of exceptions.

Weights, stock dimensions, checkering pattern and wood grain may  
vary according to the individual firearm. H&R reserves the right to  
change or modify its products without notice. Pricing may vary by  

model, specification, color, size and availability. Follow the safety rules  
printed in firearms instruction books and on ammunition boxes. If you  
do not have an instruction book for your Marlin firearm, write to H&R,  
P.O. Box 1871, Madison, NC 27025 for a free copy or visit our website  

at www.hr1871.com. Please specify the model and serial number.  
The firearms herein have been photographed with the actions closed  
to properly showcase their features. In actual practice, any firearm  

not in use must be left with the ammunition removed, action open and  
safety on. Consumer Information, Arms Service, Parts and Repairs:  

866-776-9292. Visit us on the web at www.hr1871.com.


